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Promotion of Group-D staff to Group-C service as Ticket Examiner in
Pay Band RS.52O0-2O2OO + GP Rs.1900 against 16 2/3o/o LDCE
Quota from Operating and Commercial Department, Iqysore Division
1. This office notification of even No. dated 20.11.2015
2, This office alert notice of even No. dated 05.04.2016

**x***)tx
The following employees who have been alerted for the above selection vide
this offlce letter of even no. dated 05.04.2016 may please be directed to attend
the written examination fixed to be held on 24.05.2016 (Tuesday) at 11 .00 hrs at
ST.DPO/o/MYSURU with proper relief letter'
DESlG/STATION
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HASAN SAB SHIBAMGATTI
KUN1ARA B.R
KODANDA NAIK.K,S
KUMARSWAI\4Y,7
KRISHNAPPA, P
M.T.LOKESH
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NAGARA'U,H
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13D99944
12D07207
11D00196
10D99988
13D00544
12D99924
13D00408
13D99949
14D00342
1 3 D00611
13D99943
12D01301
14D99999
N 13 51088
08303617

OPTG.HAMAVHVR
OPTG.HAN4AUDRU
Comml Cour erlDVG
Comml Cour erlf4YS
OPTG. HAMAL/SI{ET
OPTG. HA14AL/SLU

OPTG.HAMAVHRR
OPTG.HAMAL/HRR
OPTG, HAIYAL/BLKR
OPTG.HAMAL/ASK
OPTG.HAI4AVGDI
OPTG. HAMAL/I\4LSA
OPTG.HAN4AL/C[4GR
OPTG. HAMAL/AJP
O PTG, HANlAL/M NGT

Further the employees may be advised:1. That they have to produce identity card issued to them by the administration
to be allowed to appear for the written examination. If they have not been
issued identity card, the relieving letter should contain a photograph of the
employee attested by the supervisory official.
2. To use either black or blue colour pen only for writing the examination. No
other colour pens marking are to be found in any part of the answer book.
3. That they will not be allowed to carry mobile or any other electronic device

4.

into the examination hall.
No blank page or space should be left in between in the answer book.
Unused space should be crossed across the page with pen.
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